
Meet Job Descriptions 

Worker Positions: Shifts are not complete until the meet is over or the worker is relieved by an 

incoming shift. 

Role Description 

Ribbons 
Places results stickers on appropriate ribbons.  Files home ribbons in family 

folders and places visiting team ribbons in a bag.  

Desk 
Person seated at computer table who sorts lane sheets received from 

runners.  Assists the computer and timing system people as needed. 

Head Timer 
Person who operates the two extra manual watches at the beginning of each race 

to be used in timing a race in case of an error by one of the regular timers.  

Timer 

Worker who operate watches or automatic timers for each lane. There are three 

different timer positions in each lane: 

1)  A timer who operates a Colorado plunger. The timer DOES NOT push the 

button on the plunger when the race starts.  This timer only pushes the Colorado 

plunger once the swimmer has touched the wall at the completion of each race. 

This timer is also responsible for using the head paddles to protect swimmers 

during 8 and under backstroke races. 

2)  A timer who operates both a Colorado plunger and a manual timer 

watch.  This timer starts the manual timer at the beginning of each race and stops 

BOTH the manual timer and Colorado plunger simultaneously when the swimmer 

touches the wall at the end of the race.  This timer reports the manual time to 

the recorder. 

3) A timer who operates a Colorado plunger. The timer DOES NOT push the 

button on the plunger when the race starts.  This timer only pushes the Colorado 

plunger once the swimmer has touched the wall at the completion of each race. 

This timer also acts as recorder (below) 

Recorder 

Person who sits behind timers, confirms swimmers name on the lane sheet, notes 

“no swimmer” if lane empty, and after each race records the manual time on lane 

sheets. 

Floater/Results 

Runner 

Checks with timers, recorders, and lane runners every 15 minutes and substitutes 

for workers as needed for bathroom breaks, etc...  Checks computer desk every 

15 minutes to collect results, distributes to ribbons table, and post on results 

kiosk.  Distributes drinks to coaches and meet workers.  Fills in where needed by 

meet director.  



Lane Runner 

Individual who picks up the lane sheets from the timers/recorders, checks that 

lane sheets are in order by heat and lane number,  and “runs” them to the desk 

for recording and scoring each time lane sheets are full (usually 1 or 2 heats). 

Trained Positions: Please contact the volunteer coordinator if you are interested in being trained for 

one of the below meet positions. 

Role Description 

Stroke and Turn 
Judges swimmers for correct swimming, turning, and finishing techniques during 

a race.  

Starter 
Person must be knowledgeable in starting and recalling swimmers during a swim 

race. 

Announcer 
Person announcing which race is starting and the names of swimmers in each 

heat. 

Computer 
Individuals trained to operate the swim team computer system for recording 

times and scoring meets.  

Results/Ribbons 
Person who downloads confirmed meet data and prints results and ribbon 

stickers. 

Meet Director 
Contacts all meet workers prior to meet.  Responsible for setting up, organizing 

and administering meets. 

 


